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ABSTRACT

objective of this paper is to identify topics for a future research agenda in order to promote a more integrated view
of techniques for the realization of autonomous agents that
interact with humans in naturalistic social settings.

Current research in the area of social signal processing focuses on offline analysis of previously recorded human social
cues. Approaches to exploit social signal processing techniques in naturalistic environments where agents socially
interact with humans are rare and typically focus on isolated aspects, such as the creation of appropriate head nods
or gaze behaviors. This position paper aims to identify challenges and research objectives for the area of social signal
processing in order to encourage applications with more advanced forms of social embodiment in interactive settings.

2.

EXISTING CHALLENGES

Due to the complexity of social behaviors that have to
be simulated by artificial agents, there is a big gap between
the vision of an artificial agent with human-like social skills
and currently available implementations of it. Nevertheless,
technologies for realizing individual components of a social
agent have reached a great level of advancement. Progress in
Categories and Subject Descriptors
the area of social signal interpretation has been considerably
fostered by a number of international challenges, such as
H5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
the series of the AVEC: Audio/Visual Emotion challenges1 .
Interfaces
To enable the comparison of different approaches, the organizers provided various annotated corpora of human beGeneral Terms
haviors for which clearly defined test procedures had to be
Human Factors
performed. Based on the consideration that realistic data
include more than clearly expressed social cues, some challenges deliberately included naturalistic behaviors that canKeywords
not always be uniquely assigned to a particular user state or
Social Signal Processing, Multimodal Interaction, Social Robots, attitude. Nevertheless, current challenges have been concenVirtual Agents
trating on offline analysis. Experience has shown, however,
that the recognition rates that have been obtained in offline
mode cannot be kept up in online mode, see [16].
1. INTRODUCTION
The next logical step would be to organize a challenge
Starting the recent years, a significant amount of effort has
focusing on social signal processing techniques in an interbeen dedicated to explore the potential of social signal proactive scenario where a social agent - a robot or an anicessing in human interaction with embodied conversational
mated character - has to engage in a conversation with a
agents and social robots. While there is a proliferation of
human over an extended period of time. Candace Sidner
studies that investigate specific aspects of embodied social
and Charles Rich [15] coined the term always-on relational
interaction under laboratory conditions, hardly any attenagents to describe the vision of a robotic or virtual charaction has been paid to the design and realization of naturalter that lives as a permanent member in a human household.
istic social settings in which artificial agents autonomously
In order to be able to build up a long-term social relationinteract with human users. To bring social agents to the peoship with the human user, such agents need to maintain a
ple’s daily environment, user-agent communication should
large repertoire of activities that may be jointly conducted
be properly situated in the context of the application at
by the agent and the human user, such as playing cards or
hand rather than isolated as a laboratory experiment. The
talking about the weather. In the ideal case, the agent’s
conversational skills would be indistinguishable from those
of a human user.
Meeting this challenge is the objective of the Loebner
Prize competition which its founder, Hugh Loebner, refers to
This is the author's version of the work. It is posted here for your personal use. Not
for redistribution. The definitive Version of Record was published in:
as the first formal instantiation of the Turing Test. During
RFMIR’14, November 16, 2014, Istanbul, Turkey.
the Loebner Prize competition2 , several judges communicate
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with various chat bots and human interlocutors and rank
their conversational skills. The chat bot which is considered
most human-like according to this ranking wins the annual
prize. However, even the dialogue contributions of the winning chat bots appear rather fragmented and schematic. At
the last competition in 2013, none of the finalists was able to
trick the judges. Thus, the actual challenge has not yet been
achieved so far. Some people doubt the scientific value of
the Loebner Prize competition because it does not promote
the development of sophisticated Artificial Intelligence Technologies, but rather counts on fooling people, see [18]. Even
though the chat bots are supposed to engage in a social dialogue with a human, the chat bots’ social and affective skills
are not explicitly addressed in the Loebner contest. Therefore, it is rather unlikely that the challenge will generate
significant new insights in the area of social signal processing. Nevertheless, it might provide some inspirations for the
identification of a Grand Challenge for the area of Social
Signal Processing.
A more recent reformulation of a Turing Test was proposed in a recent paper by Barbara Grosz [10]: “Is it imaginable that a computer (agent) team member could behave,
over the long term and in uncertain, dynamic environments,
in such a way that people on the team will not notice it
is not human.” Barbara Grosz focuses on collaboration between humans and agents requiring, among other things,
sophisticated techniques for plan recognition, information
sharing and the division of labor. Even though she points
out that collaboration always requires some form of social
intelligence, the relevance of social cues in human-agent interaction is not explicitly addressed.

3.

would be necessary to leverage haptic in future social
signal processing applications.
• Integration of Social Cue Analysis with Semantic and
Pragmatic Analysis
Work done in the Semaine project [17] has shown that
simple backchannel signals, such as “I see”, may suffice to create the illusion of a sensitive listener. However, to engage humans over a longer period of time, a
deeper understanding of the dialogue would be necessary. While a significant amount of work has been done
on the semantic/pragmatic processing in the area of
Natural Language Processing, work that accounts for
a close interaction between the communication streams
required for semantic/pragmatic processing and social
signal processing is rare. The integration of social signal processing with semantic and pragmatic analysis
may help resolve ambiguities. Especially short utterances tend to be highly ambiguous when solely the
linguistic data is considered. An utterance like “right”
may be interpreted as a confirmation as well as a rejection, if intended cynically, and so may the absence
of an utterance. Preliminary studies have shown that
the consideration of social cues may help improve the
robustness of semantic and pragmatic analysis, see [4].
• Contextualized Analysis of Social Signals in Real-Life
Settings
In the area of Pervasive Computing, a number of wearable applications have been developed that detect aspects of social behaviors, see [19] for an overview. However, the repertoire of investigated features is rather
limited focusing on the amount of conversation recorded
by the smart phone’s microphone [5], communication
data [12] or proximity behaviors detected by Bluetooth
patterns [7], or postures [8]. Most of the approaches
concentrate on offline analysis. Typically, data of people are collected over a certain period of time and analyzed afterwards. A promising pathway for the future
is the integration of research done in the area of Social Signal Processing and research done in the area
of Pervasive Computing in order to leverage mobile
applications, such as a social coach that is employed
in a real-life setting [6]. Furthermore, information obtained from context analysis and activity recognition
might compensate for ambiguities in the interpretation
of social cues.

TOPICS FOR A RESEARCH AGENDA

The paper Barbara Grosz [10] provides an excellent starting point for the definition of a Grand Challenge for the
area of Social Signal Processing because it emphasizes the
agent’s abilities to autonomously interact with humans in a
social setting. Given the fact that the much less ambitious
Loebner Prize Challenge has not been met so far, it would
be unrealistic to assume that we will be able to build an
embodied agent with social skills that are (nearly) indistinguishable from those of a human in the near future. However, to make progress towards this vision, future challenges
should give more emphasis to integrative social skills that
include both the analysis of social cues as well as believable
responses to them. Here we list a number of sub challenges
that should be addressed in order to move towards this goal:

• Experience-Based Learning and Adapting for Diversity
Humans adapt their social behaviors during interactions based on explicit or implicit cues they receive
from the interlocutor. In order to establish longer lasting relationships between artificial companions and human users, artificial companions need to be able to adjust their behavior on the basis previous interactions.
That is, they should remember previous interactions
and learn from them [2]. To this end, sophisticated
mechanisms for the simulation of self-regulatory social
behaviors will be required. Furthermore, social interactions will have to be personalized to persons of different gender, personality and cultural background. For
example, cultural norms and values determine whether
it is appropriate to show emotions in a particular situation [14] and how they are interpreted by others [13].

• Investigation of Novel Modalities, such as Olfactory
and Tactile Modalities, Smoothly Integrated with Traditional Modalities
First attempts have been made to enhance social agents
by touch. Bickmore and colleagues [3] implemented a
system consisting of a screen with an animated face installed on top of a mannequin. Human touch was simulated by squeezing the user’s hands using an air bladder at the mannequin’s hand. Gaffary and colleagues
[9] made use of a virtual character to convey facial expressions and an air jet to simulate the haptic modality. While the experiments of both groups provided
interesting insights regarding the complementary functions of haptic and visual cues, a smoother integration of the haptic modality with traditional modalities
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While offline learning is prevalent in current systems
exploiting social signal processing techniques, future
work should explore the potential of online learning in
order to enable continuous social adaptation processes.
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• Finding the Right Level of Sensitivity
The further perfectionization of techniques for the analysis of social signals might lead to agents that respond to human signals in an oversensitive manner [1].
Agents that show a reaction to any social signal will
most likely irritate users. Furthermore, their behavior
might confuse users because the adaption was based on
social signals the users were not aware of. Obviously,
not every social signal cue from the user should trigger
a response from the agent. The problem of deciding
which user behavior should be interpreted as system
input is called the “Midas Touch Problem”. Hoekstra
and colleagues [11] present a number of strategies to
mitigate the “Midas Touch Problem” for an application with two agents that adapt their presentations to
the user’s level of attentiveness. In their work, eye
gaze was the only user cue that was interpreted by the
agents. Thus, the question arises of how to determine
the right level of sensitivity for a multitude of social
signals in interactive conversational settings.
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